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Abstract
Globally, borax is one of the most important borate minerals, both industrially and from a tech-

nological viewpoint. Despite its importance, there have been only a few reports on the structural 
changes of borax upon heating. In this study, we have investigated the thermal behavior and structural 
characteristics of borax using thermal analysis, in situ high-temperature synchrotron X-ray diffraction, 
in situ variable-temperature single-crystal X-ray diffraction, and quantum chemical calculations. Dif-
ferential scanning calorimetry (DSC) curve showed a large endothermic peak at 349 K corresponding 
to the dehydration reaction of borax. X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern remained almost unchanged up 
to 353 K. Above 363 K, the XRD peaks gradually became less intense until they disappeared at 403 K. 
The unit-cell volume continuously increased with increasing temperature and became constant just 
before its phase transition to tincalconite. The volumetric thermal expansion coefficient between 113 
and 323 K was 7.84 × 10–5 K–1. The a and c lattice parameters exhibited a slight increase trend with 
increasing temperature, whereas the b lattice parameter increased significantly. Therefore, the thermal 
expansibilities followed the order b/b0 >> c/c0 > a/a0. The increasing b lattice parameter was closely 
related to the elongation of the O4···H7B hydrogen-bond interaction along the b-axis. Na-O bond 
lengths were isotropically expanded with increasing temperature, whereas the B-O bond lengths and 
angles remained unchanged even after the phase transition to tincalconite. Molecular orbital calcula-
tions revealed that an electron cloud shared by two borate tetrahedra led to the formation of a large 
electron cloud distribution over the B4O5(OH)4 cluster. The intramolecular interactions with substan-
tial covalent character made the cluster quite rigid. The existence of borate minerals containing the 
B4O5(OH)4 clusters in their structure evidenced the presence of moderately acidic or alkaline water, 
wherein the borate minerals grew via the incorporation of B4O5(OH)4 clusters. Our results indicate 
that the connection geometry of the fundamental building block consisting of Bφ3 triangles and Bφ4 
tetrahedra (φ: O2–, OH–) can potentially be used as a palaeoenvironmental indicator.
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Introduction
The cosmic scarcity of boron has resulted in a low boron 

concentration in the solar system. The boron concentration can 
be approximated from type CI carbonaceous chondrite, coming 
out at 0.78 ppm (Shearer and Simon 2017). Earth’s primitive 
mantle was accordingly depleted in boron. The boron concentra-
tion in fresh MORB is lower than 1 ppm (Wunder et al. 2005); 
however, its extrusion is accompanied by the release of boron 
into seawater. Thus, boron is gradually concentrated in seawater, 
resulting in a boron concentration of 4.5 ppm (Wunder et al. 2005). 
Subsequently, the sediment pore water and hydrous minerals, 
including the seawater are carried to the continental crust, which 
is presently a typical reservoir of boron. The current estimated 
average boron concentration reaches 17 ppm (Rudnick and Gao 
2014). Since boron is incompatible with many silicate minerals 
(Bindeman et al. 1998), it is further concentrated into residual melts 
during rock formation. Consequently, the boron concentration in 

granitic pegmatites, which is the largest reservoir of boron, falls 
within the range of 213–287 ppm (Stilling et al. 2006; Simmons 
et al. 2016). Thereafter, weathering causes boron to dissolve into 
the surface water, which flows out and is gathered in basins to 
form large non-marine evaporite boron deposits (Helvaci and 
Palmer 2017). Currently major commercial resources of borates 
are colemanite CaB3O4(OH)3·H2O, ulexite NaCaB5O6(OH)6·5H2O, 
borax Na2B4O5(OH)4·8H2O, tincalconite Na2B4O5(OH)4·3H2O, and 
kernite Na2B4O6(OH)2·3H2O. These are dominant in Turkey, the 
United States, and Russia, which together supply more than 80% 
of the world’s borate (Helvaci and Palmer 2017).

Borax is one of the most important borate minerals worldwide. 
From an industrial and technological point of view, borax is a valu-
able research material owing to its broad applications, including 
borosilicate glasses, glass wool, ceramics, cement enamels, and 
detergents (Garrett 1998). Borax is closely related to its dehydra-
tion product tincalconite, Na2B4O5(OH)4·3H2O. Indeed, the two 
minerals interconvert rapidly and reversibly at a relative humidity 
of 60% and temperatures of 20−25 °C (Christ and Garrels 1959). 
In addition, the dehydration−hydration reaction between borax 
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